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Attendees

 Clare, Oisin Coughlan; Cork City, Akshita Gupta; Dublin City, Emma Whelan;
Dublin South, Marly Bah; DLR, Prachi Agrawal; Fingal, Sophie Leahy; Kilkenny,
Michael Doyle; Laois, Lucy Doyle; Limerick, Sarah Jane Williams; Longford,
Dariusz Konefal; Mayo, Sinead Murray; Meath, Grayson McGill; Monaghan, Dylan
McKenna;  Roscommon, Ruth Cunningham; Sligo, Alfie Barron; Tipperary, Jack
Ryan; Waterford, Saoirse Firth; Westmeath, Tori Trower; Wexford, Doireann
Rossiter - 19 in total 
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After some high energy ice-breakers, the meeting opened by giving members
an opportunity to talk about what they have spoken to their Comhairle
members about in relation to RSE

Group Chat 
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We were delighted to welcome guest speaker and expert Professor Saoirse
Nic Gabhainn to our June meeting. Saoirse is a Professor in Health Promotion
and Project Leader in the Health Promotion Research Centre and the World
Health Organisation Collaborative Centre for Health Promotion Research -
you can read her extensive Bio below

https://www.nuigalway.ie/our-
research/people/healthsciences/saoirsenicgabhainn/# 

Introduction to Saoirse Nic Gabhainn.
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No adequate training of teachers
Needs a larger LGBTI+ aspect to the course
No set RSE curriculum across all schools
SPHE often regarded as a free class 
SPHE overshadows RSE

Update from Comhairle members to Saoirse on what they've been
doing in relation to RSE and and where they feel the issues lie

Presentation & Session with Saoirse
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Professor Saoirse Nic Gabhainn presentation 
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Is about well-being, not just the absence of disease 
Involves respect, safety, and freedom  from discrimination and violence 
Depends on the fulfilment of other human rights 
Is relevant throughout the individual’s lifespan 
Is expressed through diverse sexualities and forms of expression 
Is influenced by gender norms, roles, expectations and power dynamics 
Should be understood within social, economic and political contexts

UNESCO guidance for a Comprehensive Sexuality Education
UNESCO, 2019 characteristics of effective sex education
Standards for Sexuality Education WHO Europe (2010) 
Competencies for Sexuality Educators WHO Europe (2017) 

RSE and the international perspective

A rights-based approach to RSE 

Her presentation gave an overview of the following: 

The presentation is available for download from the website here: 

https://www.comhairlenanog.ie/national-executive/comhairle-na-nog-national-executive-2022-23/national-executive-meetings-2022-23/
https://www.comhairlenanog.ie/national-executive/comhairle-na-nog-national-executive-2022-23/national-executive-meetings-2022-23/
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Feedback and questions on Saoirse's
presentation 

Informative, detailed, relatable and interesting
PowerPoint was good. Things like this need to be more widely taught and
available to view (leaflet)
Primary School and RSE – the response we got from Dept of Ed didn’t
mention this 
Idealistic RSE curriculum in the presentation. Ireland doesn’t have that
Very detailed and eye-opening. Interesting to listen to different
viewpoints, i.e. the eyes of a teacher. 
Liked the way it focused on RSE as a human right rather than a subject 
Insightful. 
Different age-group table was really helpful 
Comprehensive
Gave a good comparison
Reassuring – still don’t know where we are ranked though in comparison
to other issues
Lot to process – should be given more time to discuss 
Good that it was split up into groups 
The school’s ethos shouldn’t be a barrier 

Comments and Feedback from the 4 groups: 
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Feedback and questions on Saoirse's
presentation 

How can we implement the UN’s RSE comprehensive course to our work? 
Is Ireland one of the 27 countries that record the information from young
people?
What resources could the UN provide us with in relation to RSE? 
What is the best way to spread awareness / provide access to RSE
resources? 
Is there an Irish statistic about the number of dropouts due to sexual
reasons (pregnancy / STDs etc…) 
Is there funding to put more health clinics in Ireland?
What resources do we have in Ireland that students don’t know about
(like free condoms etc…) 
How fast do you think the suggestions by the UN will be implemented? 
Do you think Ireland will learn from this? 
How many countries follow this and which countries? 
What was your RSE like growing up? 
When did you start (this work) and why? 
What have you learned from other countries? 

Questions from the 4 groups: 



Feedback and questions on Saoirse's
presentation 

Are there other countries with measures in place to revise the RSE
curriculum that we could take inspiration from? 
What if the rights are not met? What are the repercussions? 
What is our role? 
Is involving parents a good or bad idea? Would it make the process more
difficult than it already is? 
What resources are needed to transform a curriculum? 

Questions from the 4 groups: 

NB: To answer  many of these questions, Saoirse will make available a list of
useful resources and websites relevant to our work which will be uploaded to
our webpage here in August 
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https://www.comhairlenanog.ie/national-executive/comhairle-na-nog-national-executive-2022-23/national-executive-meetings-2022-23/


 

Updates

Thursday 20th June 2022 - Aras an Uachtarain Garden Party 

5 lucky National Executive members were selected to attend: Alfie, Aoibhe,
Dariusz, Marly and Prachi 
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Summer meetings: 
There will be no weekend meetings in July and August but a number of focused
sub-groups instead 


